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TODAY’S SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
1 - Win Bet - 14:55 Sedgefield - Contented @ 5/4 
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Reds Can Beat Blues On Sunday - By Rick Elliott


Surely it can’t be a coincidence that the fixture list has thrown together huge derby 
matches in Liverpool and Manchester on the same weekend.  The TV companies call 
the shots so it seems that Sky Sports are behind the scheduling of Liverpool v 
Everton and Manchester United v Manchester City on Sunday afternoon. In a fixture 
list of derbies West Ham play Chelsea at home on Saturday but the exception is 
Leicester’s trip to Newcastle United on the same day. 


City are eight points ahead of United in the Premier League so a draw at Old Trafford 
would be a satisfactory result. A home win would reduce the gap to five points so the 
match is a true six-pointer. The winning team picks up three points but also prevents 
their opponents adding to their tally of points. This is correct for any match but is 
much more significant when it involves teams close together in the table. City have a 
superior goal difference of 10 goals which is worth an extra point.


The outcome of the match could depend on the thought processes of the City 
manager and players. Does Pep Guardiola send his team out to avoid defeat and 
maintain the eight point gap or chase the game and risk losing it? Jose Mourinho 
would probably take the former route and ensure a point but a man with Barcelona 
running through his veins may take the more positive approach. City are the best 
team in the Premier League and have dropped just two points in 15 matches so can 
win anywhere.


When Sir Alex Ferguson was the manager United often won these crucial matches at 
home. He took the view that he had the best players who could beat all-comers at 
their best. United took charge in fixtures of this nature but under Mourinho they have 
become more passive when avoiding defeat was seen as more important than 
winning.  However, now is the time to be brave and United can keep the Premier 
League pot boiling by beating City on Saturday. Lose the match and United will not 
overhaul City at the top of the table.     


If City win every other match in the league this season which is unlikely but not 
impossible there will be a quiz question in years to come. Which was the only team to 
prevent City winning during the 2017/18 Premier League season? In light of recent 
events the answer may be surprising because Everton are the only team the 
champions-in-waiting have failed to beat this season. The Everton side that drew with 
City at the Etihad in August looked to be going places but it all went pear shaped.  


Everton have regrouped and after two wins are now in the top half of the table. 
However, they are six places and 11 points behind Liverpool who are cock-a-hoop 
after scoring seven goals against Spartak Moscow in the Champions League. 
Liverpool are one of five teams to qualify for the knockout stages from the Premier 
League. It’s the first time ever that a country has provided five teams in the round of 
the last 16.
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Everton’s Europa League campaign has been a disaster. They were already eliminated 
before Thursday’s last group match away to Apollon Limassol. Due to health reasons 
Sam Allardyce did not make the trip to Cyprus and some experienced members of the 
squad did not travel. The result will be meaningless in the context of the Merseyside 
derby which Liverpool should win. The two home sides can do the double in the 
Derby Day Spectacular as the Reds are fancied to beat the Blue in both matches. 


Toff Is The Bet Of The Day! - By Rick Elliott


Sheffield and Bristol are two of the biggest cities in England not to have a Premier 
League team but United and City are promotion contenders and meet in a six-pointer 
this evening. Sheffield United have home advantage but Bristol City have lost just 
once in 13 away matches in all competitions. Both sides have 37 points but the 
visitors have the edge on goal difference and they are currently third in the table. 
Neither side were fancied for promotion but they are right in the mix for a move up to 
the Premier League. 


United have let in at least one goal in nine of their last 10 matches while City have lost 
just three times all season. The Bristol team have found the net two times or more in 
all but two of their last eight fixtures. In the last 10 matches involving either side both 
teams have scored on nine occasions. The match winner is difficult to call but recent 
trends suggest both teams to score is the bet at 8/13 with William Hill. Offence is a 
stronger area than defence for these teams and the match has goals written all over it. 


Snow is forecast in some parts of the country so it’s appropriate that the highest 
graded race of the day is called the Winter Novices’ Hurdle at Sandown (2.30pm) and 
a horse called White Moon is a leading contender to win the contest. That’s not a 
coincidence bet because the horse has the form to win a race of this nature. WHITE 
MOON has won two novices’ hurdles this season and should be backed at 15/8 with 
Ladbrokes to win at a higher level today. Most of the field have won well this season 
but the selection has the potential to go on to greater things. 


However, regardless of the bets in football and racing there is one wager than cannot 
be beaten. GEORGIA TOFFOLO is buying money when you bet on the Made In 
Chelsea start to win I’m A Celebrity at 1/9 with Betfair! That’s an 11% return on 
investment that she’s the last Z-list celebrity to leave the jungle for a chat with Ant and 
Dec. Sadly I haven’t got a clue whose going to win Strictly Come Dancing! 
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Can we win the Ashes? - in 2019 - By Bet World Reviews


What a sorry state of affairs in Oz. Quite apart from the poor display by the national team in 
the Ashes it appears that a 1984 state of affairs is prevailing in Adelaide. The BBC 
correspondent was issued with a fine for crossing a road in the early hours of the morning at 
a non designated crossing. The fact there was no-one else on the street was apparently 
irrelevant. 


Like me I’m sure you receive a large number of service invitations and take notice of the 
source if these as trust is a vital part of the process. Well I have been receiving 
recommendations for services recently through sources that should know better. One 
extolled the virtues of a service provided through Jon Roberts whose latest front is Equine 
Investment Management Services which laughingly claims to be the UK’s leading online 
provider of betting advice. Just look at the myriad of service reviews and complaints about 
them before you decide! 


Another major house recommended subscribing to a service called Lee Bollingbroke Racing 
– his claim is to be the UK’s favourite tipster! Again the reviews for this character (also 
known as John McCracken) will tell you a lot as will the fact he only shows his recent 
winners on his results page. Take great care if you receive an invitation to join – many have 
lost significant sums through taking his advice.


In my spare time I am trying to move things forward to improve the level of protection 
available for the ordinary punter in relation to all betting services and products. I have several 
direct experiences that I can draw upon as a starting point in the quest but would really 
appreciate having a larger sample of cases where the punter has been wronged. If you have 
such experience please email me and let me know the service name and I will then contact 
you for more details when the time is ripe. 


Our reviews are continuing with some initial thoughts hitting the site every week now. I have 
also updated some of the long standing reviews which have seen some mixed fortunes.


Banker Bets – had a bit of a struggle but on way up again?


We Bet You win – was good in November but still losing overall.


Value Racing – 19 points in November. Service running for 4 years now. Still positive


CBWinbot – returned to profit in November


Just starting I am taking a look at Daily Punt, a service from long established name Anthony 
Gibson, All Weather Winners from Punt Hub and Fake Mug Bets Club which comes from the 
well respected Secret Betting Club. These have been posting some impressive results 
before I came along so let’s hope I do not impose the reviewers curse on them. 


Don’t forget to check us out at Bet World Reviews and join the conversations about the 
current services under review. I look forward to seeing you there.
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